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Ablogenous: the spontaneous generation of life
Acrania: animals without skulls
Acrogan: a rudimentary vertical brain
Actualism: the system of development by actually existing agencies
Aetiology: the science of causes
Amoebo. a: after the manner of the amoebo, a microscopic organism
Amphigony: the coalescence of cells and their properties
Anaphase: fate, necessity
Anthropism: a system of thought which makes man the measure of all things
Anthropocentric: making man in the centre of the universe
Anthropogenic: the science of the origin of man
Anthropoid: man-like
Anthropology: the science (or sciences) of man
Anthropomorphism: the tendency to conceive god in human form
Archigony: born by spontaneous generation
Archim. a; the science of geometry, "primitive earth"
Atavism: reversion in hortus to a wild type
Autogony: spontaneous generation of life
Biotrophy: the science of the growth of life
Biogenetics: the science of the germ plasm
Bionomy: the science of the laws of life
Biotic: relating to the development of the individual
Biotic: protoplasm: the material of organisms
Blastula: certain primitive multicellular organism
Blastocyst: the cellular content of the early embryo
Blastema: the cells into which the stem cell divides
Blastoderm: the innermost cell of the embryo
Blastopore: Blasticula: the interior cell of the embryo

Cataclasis: disintegrated
Catabolism: living in communities
Ceno. a: a colony or community of cells
Cenogeny: "new birth, the embryonic development of the individual"
Cenogenesis: pertaining to conceptions
Chemotropism: see ecto-chemotropism
Chordate: the stage of development at which the spinal column appears
Chorion: a portion of the womb to which the embryo attaches
Coelec. a: clothing the visceral cavity
Cortical: the uppermost or grey layer in the brain
Cosmography: the science of the formation of the world

Crania: animals with skulls
Cult. a: the struggle with the Church of Rome in Germany in the seventeenth century
Cytoplasm: the stem cell, or embryonic cell
Determinism: the system which rejects the liberty of the will
Dualism: the system which admits two ultimate realities
Dysteleology: the science of those features of organisms which exclude the idea of a plan, the opposite teleology
Ectoderm: the outer envelope or skin
End. a: the purpose principle in the organism according to Aristotle
Ectropy: the meaning of (or "invention") of cosmic energy by conversion into heat
El. a: the internal development of organs in the fetus
Epithelium: the internal skin or lining of organisms
Fig. a: sphere of work
Fig. a: the microtropism: the physical property by which the ovum and spermatozoon seek to adhere

Cirrh. or of the cirrus, or knots or centres of the nerve system
Gastrula: a primitive, extinct organism from which all the higher animals are descended
Gastrula: the form which the embryo takes immediately after its development
Gastrulation: the process of the formation of the embryo
Germination: birth of budding from the parent form
Genetic: pertaining to development or birth
Genetic: the process which takes the earth to be the centre of the universe
Geology: the science of the formation of the earth
Germplasm: the protoplasmic matter of the embryonic germ

Histology: pertaining to the tissues (hist.'a)
Histology: meat or structure of the tissues
Homology: the close relationship in organisms of different species
Hydrozoa: the group which regards the world as an organism, or all matter as animated
Integumental: who reduced all vital processes to chemical action
Intromechanical: who reduced all vital processes to physical or mechanical action
Indeterminism: the theory of the freedom of the will
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Karyokine'sis: a stage in the development of the nucleus of the cell.
Kor'mal: communal or cenobitic.
Kinetic energy: energy at work, or in "motion" (kinèsis).
Law of Substance: the law that matter and force are constant or unchanging in their quantity.
Metabolism: the circulation of matter in the living organism.
Metamorphosis: the evolution of species or transformism.
Metamorphosis: change or transformation.
Metaphyta: multi-cellular, tissue-forming plants.
Metasism: the circulation of nutritive matter in the organism.
Metazo'a: multi-cellular, tissue-forming animals without nerves.
Metempsychosis: the transmigration of souls.
Mito'sis: the splitting of the cell-nucleus.
Mönism: the system which holds that the ultimate reality is one (monon).
Mön'tremes: the lowest order of mammals.
Morphology: comparative anatomy, or the science of organic forms.
Mö'ra: a stage of embryonic development when a mulberry-like (morula) appearance is presented.
Multicellular: organisms which consist of many cells.
Neo-vitalism: a revived and modified belief in a specific vital principle in organisms.
Neurology: the science of nerves.
Neu'troplasm: the material of nerve-tissue.
Ontogenesis: the development of the individual organism, and its science.
Ontogenetic: pertaining to ontogenesis.
Ontogeny: ontogenesis.
Osmosis: the interchange of fluids through a porous medium.
Paleontology: the science of fossilized organisms.
Paleogenesis: "older birth," the development of the species in past time.
Palingenetic: pertaining to palingenesis.
Parallelogram: the theory which regards mental and cerebral changes as parallel but distinct series.
Perpetuum mobile: a thing endowed with perpetual motion.
Photometry: the measurement of light.
Phyletism: pertaining to the history or development of the species (phylogen).
Phylogenetic: pertaining to phylogeny.
Phylogeny: the development of the species, and its science.
Pithecanthro'pus: "ape-man," the species intermediate between man and his ape-like ancestors.
Pith(ec)oid: ape-like.

Pithecos'methra-thesis: the thesis which expresses the relation (metron = measure) of the ape to man.
Plankton: organisms floating in water.
Plasma: protoplasm.
Plasmatic: of protoplasm.
Plasmidous: organisms that build up protoplasm from inorganic material.
Plasmodious: organisms that live on the plasma-forming plants.
Plasmogeny: the formation of protoplasm.
Plasticules: the smallest elements or molecules of protoplasm.
Polyphyletic: having more than one source of origin.
Prochoria'ta: mammals with a rudimentary chorion.
Prody'masis: the fundamental force or energy (dynamis) of which all specific forces are several aspects.
Prognas'ter: a primitive gut ( gastér).
Pro'stoma: a primitive mouth (stoma).
Prothyl: the fundamental matter (hydor) of which our chemical elements are diverse forms.
Pro'topsis: the simplest and earliest forms of life.
Proto'phyta: the earliest, unicellular plant-organisms.
Prototopism: the complex, jelly-like substance of which all organisms are composed.
Protozo'a: the earliest, unicellular animal-organisms.
Psychade: a group of cells with a common consciousness.
Psych'e: the "soul" or mind.
Psychogenetic: pertaining to the development of mind.
Psycho-mo'nisim: subjective-idealism, the theory that mind only exists.
Psychos'plasm: protoplasm as the basis of mind.
Pyknos'tis: from pyknosis = a thickening or condensation.
Scatula'tion: an encasing, or enclosing (scatula = a box).
Seba'ccous: fatty.
Teleg'o'logy: the theory of design in nature.
Tel'ic: purposive.
Tetrap'oda: four-footed.
Thanatism: disbelief in personal immortality.
ｂhor'ac'is: of the chest.
Triassic: a geological period.
Transformism: the evolution of species.
Tro'pisms, or tropis'mata: inclinations manifested by lowly organisms.
Ultranationalism: allegiance to Rome.
Unicellular: consisting of one cell.
U'terus: the womb.
Vitalism: the theory of a specific (non-mechanical) principle in living organisms.
Vitalistic: biologists who admit the vital principle.
MORAL NERVE
AND THE ERROR OF LITERARY VERDICTS.

By FURNEAUX JORDAN, F.R.C.S.,
Sometime Professor of Anatomy to the Birmingham Royal Society of Artists, Author of "Character as been in Body and Environment."

All the incidents of intelligent life are the outcome of living nerve-matter. With the ascent of weight and complication in the nerve-structures throughout animal life there is a corresponding ascent of intelligence, morals, and emotions. A dog's brain determines a dog's character; a man's brain determines a man's character; Danish character is based on Danish nerve; Spanish character on Spanish nerve. Endowments, propensities, temperament, and so forth, are properties of the brain—not of mind, which is merely the action of the brain. If, for example, there is no poetry-matter, or eloquence-matter, or music-matter in the brain, there is no poetry, or eloquence, or music in the character. If moral nerve-matter is inadequate, the moral character will be inadequate. These truths of Naturalism—which is not necessarily Materialism—are held to be primary, fundamental, and self-evident, yet they are practically ignored in literature and in current opinion. Illustrations bearing on the question are cited from Herbert Spencer, Huxley, Mill, Tennyson, Carlyle, Emerson, Goldwin Smith, Tylor, Dill, and others. Speculative thought and technical language are expressly avoided.
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